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over the years he has gone on to work on other feature films. along with the credits on tomb
raider, he developed the computer graphics for waterworld. red giant knoll light factory has been
released as a stand alone product and as part of the adobe lightroom collection. using photoshop
with the knoll light factory plug-in is a fast and easy way to recreate and add your own flare to
your photography. you can save the light flares in the size, position, and rotation of the lens flare
that you create, and you can add the lens flare to a layer beneath your photo. the light factory
plug-in, as with the rest of the red giant suite of tools, is free. it is available to download from the
adobe website. this is not the first incarnation of light factory. it was first introduced in 2003 and
has been updated since then. at the time of its introduction, the light factory cost $49.99. it has
recently been updated to remove the price and is available completely free. the effect can be
added in photoshop, but to really take advantage of it, i needed to bring it into light factory. once
in light factory, i could adjust the settings of the effect in the exact same way i would in
photoshop. in addition, i could use the 3d workspace to adjust the various settings of the flare in
the exact same way that i would in photoshop. this made it extremely easy to create multiple
flares and adjust them all at once. using the filter in light factory is very easy. you simply choose
the effect that you want to use, adjust the settings, and click the apply button. the filter will
immediately show up in the layers panel of photoshop. you can add it to a layer or use it in its
own window.
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